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- 25 Confessions of volcano.
8.05.2018
Again it will be talks about myself and my relationships with my creativity.
If you want just skip it. Revision of new text still on the endless road. Every time I add
details and make little changes. Good that’s is not novel length.
Even when I am not publish something, I write something. Better it could
be described like work of volcano. No one care what’s going on there inside until it
will blow away to the top with ashes or red-hot lava made destructive work.
My problem that I work the same. I just publish all my works and ideas online. It could be named act of vanity or stupidity depending of point of view. Honestly
I tried to read and tried to think like enterpreneur, probably here I haven’t abilities.
Creative success in Ukraine it’s not even reason for jokes.
I can’t make money with my writing, at least till time when it became
someone else’s pain in the neck. When I read and try to think about how to became
enterpreneur I see that stop to work completely. After next dissapointment in what
didn’t work, I could create and be volcan of new amazing ideas. They are different,
attractive, inspiring. This happened every time and one more time I will publish
everything with free access.
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- 26 What name has activity to which you spend money and time without
receiving profit? Correct – hobby. All results of hobbies could be in different level of
perfection. Sometimes it’s enough to be cute. To hobby there is no reason to read
daily new articles about English grammar and be dissapointed in received results.
You can’t stop volcano, it will work and produce even ashes.
Hobby bring only positive emotions, so it should be any struggles because
you don’t want to be professional. If you don’t receive payment for your work you
could became endlessly good for amateur. It opens door to attempts in drawing and
design. I am not mention writing anything which took place anywhere. It’s only for
personal pleasure, so without rules or borders.
It looks not professional, such thoughts. I just tired to try to be “enough”
for some not manageable levels of perfection. It destroys my work. I can’t monitor all
the time what is going on in business and be sad when find that same theme was
explored and will be published or became a film. I know there are people who will
make this trend and use it as reason to repeat the same, for me it’s difficult.
Which logic or common sense could be in volcano? Almost for sure when I
create new text or picture I will put it on-line. This is what made every person to
whom this is hobby. It always made for own pleasure and for boasting. Rules stay the
same, just without bitternes of guilt and dissapointment which you receive when try
to use “professional” field. And when you recognize your ideas in work of others it
looks like references, not unsolvable cases of plagiarism.
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- 27 Hobbies are just perfect activity for woman, lovely and without ambitions.
It’s painless for environment, don’t you agree?

